Herefordshire, England

Organic Cider & Perry

The Dunkerton Cider Mill is
set in the ancient parish of
Pembridge, an area of farmland, woods and hedgerows,
where medieval half timbered
villages meet the stone
market towns of Wales.

Dunkertons Black Fox Cider (Organic) NV

Translucent in color with light golden honey hues. Fragrant notes of apple pie fillings and
honey aromas. This is a deliciously robust with a mouth full of lively sweet and sour flavors
of green apples, honeycomb and fresh lemon.
UPC: 0 89832 92037 3

Dunkertons history reaches
back to 1980 when Ivor and
Susie Dunkerton made the
decision to escape London
and buy a small holding in
Herefordshire.
The unique blending method
uses traditional varieties
of organic cider apples and
pears grown on estate owned
orchards. Only the finest
tasting traditional varieties
of certified organic apples and
pears are sourced. It is this
careful selection of fruit that
gives our drinks the delicate
and aromatic characteristics
required to be award winning.

Dunkertons Dry Cider (Organic) NV

Pours a red hued gold with a slight haze. Moderately strong aromas of toffee and hints of
farmhouse/blue cheese character to ground it. Flavors bring tannins from the bittersweets
to thefore with freshly picked apples, honey, and wisps of smoke playing strong support.
Full bodied with a carbonation that makes a strong first impression before finishing with a
sharp dryness.
UPC: 0 89832 92047 2

Dunkertons Perry (Organic) NV

It pours golden and slightly hazy with very gentle bubbles. The nose has over-ripe pear
evanescence. The taste is buttery & biscuity with notes of peaches plus a touch of farmyard. A creamy mouthfeel with a good balance between initial sweetness and the dryness
of the finish.
UPC: 0 89832 92039 7
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